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Buys

Indulgences

Verve brings to you
this season’s most
stunning offerings

Verve’s smart picks
of the month
AHUJASONS
This black-and-white stole is all about
restrained elegance, with subtle stripe
detailing and tiny diamond-shaped motifs.
But don’t let its fine, feather-like silky feel
fool you — once wrapped up in it, you will
feel wonderfully warm and cosy.
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AURELLEBYLESHNASHAH
These edgy studs from the Black
Magic range are craed from 18-carat
gold and studded with precious
gemstones, making them easy to pair
with almost any outfit.
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Available at Ahujasons boutiques in New Delhi

Available at the Aurelle by Leshna Shah
boutique in Mumbai.

and DLF Mall of India in Noida.

FLOWERCHILDBY
SHAHEENABBAS

AUDEMARSPIGUET
From the Millenary collection, this
timekeeper features an 18-carat pink
gold mesh bracelet, mother-of-pearl
dial, diamond-set bezel and crown set
with a pink sapphire cabochon.

A part of her maiden collection Oro
Crudo, these dangling beauties are craed
from metal and plated in yellow gold.
With their unusual shape and crushed
surfaces, they are for those who dare to
be different.
Available on www.flowerchildbyshaheen.com
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TONIQ

GUCCI
This adorable white leather mini sling
bag sees shimmering metallic gold
stars surround the typography while
an intricate frame runs along the
borders, adding the finishing touches.

Wear your aitude on your wrist with their
latest array of talking bracelets from the
Cuff Me line. Slim and sleek in design, this
cheeky gold-coloured one is for all strong,
independent women who know how
to have fun.
Available on www.toniq.in

Available at Gucci boutiques in DLF
Emporio, New Delhi, Quest Mall in Kolkata
and Palladium and The Trident in Mumbai.
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BAGGIT
Well-structured, with neat lines, and a
classic navy-blue hue, the sophisticated
Snap Dora satchel is the perfect accessory
to tote to work. Made from cruelty-free
material, it houses multiple spacious
compartments that will comfortably
accommodate your office essentials.
Available on www.baggit.com
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OMJEWELLERS
Delicate and refined, this rose-gold
bracelet boasts a graceful central
motif encrusted with Forevermark
diamonds. Lightweight in design, it
comes with just the right amount
of sparkle needed for everyday wear.
Available at Om Jewellers boutiques
in Mumbai.

POLAROID
With summer around the corner, you will
want to get your hands on these retro
shades. The brown tinted lenses are
enhanced by the tortoise-shell paerned
stems for an all-round ‘too cool for
school’ look.
Available at all leading eyewear stores
across India.

Available at Kapoor Watch Company in
New Delhi and Time Avenue in Mumbai.
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MARCJACOBS
Gender-neutral oversized aviators are
in. While these bear a distinctively
male appearance, their slim stems
and frame body lend them a dainty
feminine charm.
Available at all leading eyewear
stores across India.
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